89 f150

Ford ended the s the same way it entered-number one in domestic truck sales. In , pickup trucks
were still generally restricted to work duty and seldom featured items like power window or
door locks. Carburetors fed fuel to engines, "three-on-the-tree" manual transmissions still sent
power to the wheels, and computer control was something relegated to science fiction. The s
forever changed the automotive landscape however, and as the decade came to a close, the rise
of the pickup from work vehicle to mainstream transportation was all but complete. Leading that
charge-as it had since the late s - was the Ford F-Series.. Please take two minutes to check out
this super clean blue F! Few changes graced the F-Series as compared to the F-Series. The
standard black grille for the Custom and XL models was ditched for a more appealing argent
grille. Automatic locking hubs on four-wheel drive versions of the F, which had been optional
since , became standard equipment later in the model year. Manual locking hubs were still an
option. All beds were Styleside, with dual-rear wheels optional on two-wheel drive versions of
the F Under the hood and stretching to the rear axle, was a complete carry over from That
means a 4. Other models continued to use the 5. Four-speed manual transmissions were
optional on some trucks, while the three and four-speed automatics were optional across the
entire line. Trims, engines, and body styles weren't the only things to carry over from The
ignition switch recall ID that began with the previous year also affected the trucks. A defective
snap ring on the Park gear output shaft resulted in recall ID , affecting over , trucks. Loose
steering, clunky suspension, and the trademark Ford rust spots were also part of typical
F-Series ownership for , as they had been throughout the decade. The Ford F was part of the
eighth generation of Ford trucks through This series introduced a new body style and updated
features to the Ford truck line, including rear anti-lock brakes. In , even more features were
made standard, and the more luxurious Lariat model was introduced, making the Ford F a
popular truck in its time. The eighth generation of Ford trucks was the first to boast standard
rear anti-lock brakes with a five-speed manual transmission. In , automatic locking hubs for the
F were added. The four-wheel drive models featured a solid front axle that was hinged in the
middle and connected to the actual frame, offering both coil and leaf springs. In addition, the 5.
And from to , the engine that came standard with any F was a Windsor 5. This particular truck
had a fuel efficiency rating of 14 MPG in the city, with a gallon fuel tank. It came standard with a
three-speed automatic transmission. The F had front disc brakes and drum rear brakes. The
Ford F for the model-year was It rode Due to independent front suspension, this particular F had
a turning radius of Ford's Lariat version was more luxurious than the standard F model. In , this
meant a silver and black grille in place of the standard black grille. In addition, there were
optional captains' chairs with a tilt and slide feature. During , automatically locking hubs
became a standard feature in the Lariat F, making manual locking hubs optional on early Lariat
models then standard on the F JoAnn Joubert started writing in , specializing in the areas of
equestrian sports, cars and business. She authored a textbook on the creative industries and
was awarded for her work on U. Joubert holds a Bachelor of Science in political science from
the University of Louisiana. Lariat Version Ford's Lariat version was more luxurious than the
standard F model. I have a Ford F with the 5. Its not getting gas and I don't know where the
problem begins. I know its getting fuel up to the fuel pump by the driver's door. Is there anyway
I could rig a gas can to it so that it'll get fuel directly too the motor and I could get it to run? Like
on the older model fords that have the fuel pump on the driver side of the motor? Or is that not
possible with the fuel injection? Daymon answered 8 years ago. I also have an 89 ford f with the
5. Before spending a lot of money, jump the wires to the fuel pump just inside the frame rails
under the driver door. Several fords that I have worked with fail at the relay controlling the fuel
pumps, fore and aft. You have two pumps, one on the rail and one in the fuel tank. If the pump
powers up, replace both the relay and the connector. Corrosion will cause the relay to fail. Paul
answered 6 years ago. I also have a f five speed straight 6. I just changed the fuel pump and the
filter and after driving half the day it sputtered and died out I poured a gallon of gas in the tank
hopping it was out and it started right up only to die out again after about 5 miles and now it
wont start. Would you know what it may be and how to fix it? NewGuard answered 6 years ago. I
just overcame a 5. The fuel pump relay driver side firewall under the hood hinge powered up for
2 seconds at key to run position, but the high pressure fuel pump did not run at all, and there
was no fuel at the fuel rail used a modified toothpick to press the schraeder valve open. The eec
relay and computer powered up also behind the little box to the lower right of the steering wheel
on the dash. I checked that I did indeed have 12volts to the inertia cutoff switch just above the
upper left side of the passenger floorboard. I ripped the radio and heater control area apart to
get to the fuel tank selector switch. I had also put my battery on the charger and pulled the high
pressure fuel pump, checking all the wires at the same time. I hooked the fuel pump for a split
second to the batter on the charger, it sputtered out gas and seemed to run fine. I reinstalled it. I
also decided to bypass the fuel tank selector switch, connecting the second middle slot on the

left power in to the lower left slot front in-tank pump. I also connected the second middle slot on
the right signal to fuel guage to the lower right slot front tank sending unit. I re-installed the
battery, turned the key to the run position and was happy to hear the relays click and the high
pressure pump kick on. I then had a friend turn the key off and then back to run so that I could
verify the in-tank pump in the front tank also ran for 2 seconds; it did. I had my friend cycle the
ignition about 8 times until the pump started to sound like it was laboring a bit. I then pushed
the schraeder valve again with my toothpick and fuel shot out at pressure. The truch started
perfectly and ran like a top. I hope this helps someone else. It was quite the mental effort to go
through everything methodical. I have 89 f 4wd 5. Use back tank and ever miles switch to front
tank. For about miles then switch back Because I had your same problem about 2 months ago
and that's how I fixed it without my new proble is the is the leak and the exhau somewher by the
intake I was tol buy this mechanic gu by this mechanic guy that that there was it was a donut
gasket needing replaced and told by the O'Reilly's auto parts store there's not a donut gasket
on a 5-point. Find your exhaust leak using a piece of garden hose or flexible tubing. Put one end
near your ear and use the other end to listen around the different areas of the exhaust manifold.
On the passenger side of the engine above the exhaust manifold is your egr valve. Exhaust Gas
Recirculation valve. It puts a regulated amount of exhaust back through the intake. It is fed by a
metal tube that can also corrode and leak so make sure you check it too. My truck also has
exhaust crossover tubes that run from one head to the other. They are between the back of the
motor and the firewall. Use your cell phone to take a picture back there if you can't see back
there. There is a gasket on each head where the tubes attach. They can be removed with the
intake on, but it is really tough, even with the intake off. Mine leaked and I just pulled them and
put them back on with high temp silicon. Still working 3 years later. Mustangs have the same
tubes in case parts are hard to get. Be very careful of the fans and belts when looking for the
exhaust leak. Watch loose clothing and your hair if it is long. If you can't find the leak, just go to
a muffler place and ask them for a free estimate. They should find the leak pretty quick and tell
you what's involved in fixing it. Then you can decide if you want to tackle it or pay them to do it.
And going to replace oil pump. Is there anyrhing i shud watch for while driving it. Its going to
my sorta mechanic my uncle was mechanic for 40 yrs but hes really old now and wen he tried to
fix my breaks he feel asleep under my car I'll be taking it to him on Friday to do the oil pump and
stuff my dad used to take care of all my vehicle problems for me but he died two years ago so I
have no idea what I'm doing or hw much I should be paying but I just bought the vehicle before
and I really dnt want to put alot of money in it. Only gt it to get through this winter after that
idku. It turned out to be caused when the butterfly valve got stuck in the middle. The butterfly
valve has gas lines coming from both gas tanks into just one gas line that gos to the high
pressure fuel pump on the rail along the drivers side door. Even though the tanks fuel pumps
were good the gas was blocked by the stuck butterfly valve, After replacing it the truck ran
again. They are hard to find and really hard to explain if you don't know what they are called.
Dustin answered 3 years ago. I have an 89 ford f with the 5. Larry answered 2 years ago. I had a
4x4 do that to me and problem was the coil was bad. Put a new coil in it and drove the! If I let
mine sit and cool down before I changed the coil it would start and run anywhere from 10 miles
to 75! It sure sounds like my problem. The Lady put tons of money into it until her hubby had
enough. I basically bought it for scrap! Cost me about 5 bucks to fix it. If you have a coil pack it
could be it OR the computer. I have to tell you my Brothers favorite thing he said about Ford
trucks. Bob answered about a year ago. Having an 89 5. Where's the 89 cheveys and Gmc's The
lariat model has 3 fuel pumps, 1 in-line Hi-press underneath the drivers side body frame rail.
This fule system is a tag team hand off system which makes fuel delivery problems rather
difficult to nail down faults The internal low pressure pumps in the gas tanks start pumping as
soon as you turn on the Key KOEO and pump gas out of the tank to the fuel line, down to the
swap over valve. There are two types of swap over valves Mechanical and Electrical One- is
mechanical which works based off of the internal gas tank pumps pressure to actuate the swap
over selection. Two- is electrical of course and works a silonoid valve at the swap over valve
and the internal low press fuel pump. While your at it, you will see your High pressure Fuel
Pump mounted on the body rail as well. Then on the return end fuel rail Metal rail , there is a
mechanical fuel pressure regulator valve. This Valve keeps the Fuel from draining down in the
fuel lines and back to the tanks. After that its all down hill baby! Simple stuff first! HPFP
pressure is around psi as the norm operating press and only runs when the pressure is not
Built up Unless the pump is bad and not capable of building up the pressure. If you dont hear
the HPFP kick in and run, then you need to check the Fuel inertia switch first and make sure it
has not tripped and caused the problem. Reset it by pushing in on the reset button. Located at
the drivers side fire wall inside next to the clutch and fuse box. Probably closer to the foot
board panel behind the clutch, light dimmer switch, and engine compartment wall Just reach on

top of it and press the red button to reset it by pressing down until it clicks. Tripping it taping
with the screw driver should be equal to the jolt you would feel from hitting a brick wall at MPH.
The relay switch is about 1. Have a beer and Flip and coin and choose one lol No, its usually the
one closet too you as you stand next to the drivers side fender. But the Outside fuse cover box
should tell you which one it is You may need to tap them several times just to be sure. If the
pump kicks in and runs for a couple seconds then you know that the relay is going bad sticking,
etc and needs to be replaced. Either that or you need to keep that screw driver with you when
you go parking on a hot date with the local hooker. If you did the test above and the tested
good, all should be good and you can assume the prob is some internal failure. It could be the
swap over valve, the internal fuel pumps inside the gas tanks, or No gas in the tank to start with.
Its high pressure and will pump about a quart of gas during KOEO in about 5 seconds or less.
As I said. It only takes 3 things to make a motor run, Keep it simple. Jhall98 answered about a
year ago. I have a 88 Ford F I6 4. It was running prior to it sitting for a few months. The truck will
attempt to start but will not run. Any suggestions?? Recently purchased a f with 4. It had
something continuing to run after ignition was off. First tried cooling fan for injectors with no
luck. Tried unplugging fuel relay and that stopped I replaced the clutch and slave cylinder by
sliding back trans, ran great for 2 days. Started running warm and sluggish. Had it scanned
came up as short in ground wire to fuel pump. Fixed only short i I bought a 89 f cheap from a
dealership had no problems for 6 months, then all of the sudden it broke down on the highway I
was pushing the gas and it was slowing down when I pressed it. I've re I Got a 89 f supercab 5.
Yet, my truck won't star I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful.
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Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. Four-wheelers welcomed the introduction of automatic locking hubs on the Ford F Buyers
had their choice of a number of powerful fuel-injected engines: a 4. Cab configurations included
an extended-cab supercab, as well as a 2-door setup; short-bed and long-bed models were also
available. The powerhouse pickup was perfect for farm and ranch uses, and the 4-wheel
reliability delighted
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the off-road set. You'll still find plenty of these reliable workhorses on the road; with plenty of
muscle and iron, the Ford F remains a favorite with tuners and project truck junkies alike.
Ginger A. Daniel The one I am getting ready to buy has a 5. Neil getting mine this eek standard 4
speed in England. When I bypass it, motor starts. Is it lock cylinder, actuator rod or ignition
switch? My 89 F 5. At the end of the day it wouldnt take any gas Average user score. Based on
35 reviews. Best 15, Ford F by Kyle. Updated Sep 28, by Anonymous. What's your take on the
Ford F? Report Ginger A. Report Daniel The one I am getting ready to buy has a 5. Report Neil
getting mine this eek standard 4 speed in England. Have you driven a Ford F? Rank This Car.
Cars compared to Ford F Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite.
Ford F Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Compare Ford F to Related Models. Select Year

